
I HiONETIC SYSTEM

Si. The phonetic system used in this work broadly transcribes the

sound recorded material of Late Manx Gaelic speech. Because the

quality of the recordings in many cases do not reach the standards of

today a transcription of a narrow nature has not been attempted. The

phonetic symbols used are based on those of Heinrich Wagner in his

•Atlas' and of Kenneth Jackson in hip 'Contributions 1

, and are not

necessarily those of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) , As

this work is geared primarily for Celticists, who may or may not

understand phonetics, the following description of the symbols used

may appear somewhat unscientific to the professional phonetician.

§2. The cardinal position indicates the principal vowels; the central-

ized vowels are placed in their relative positions.

unrounded
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a. The back vowels are: a, $, 3, o, 9, o, 9, u (a, d, o, u being

the principal ones) ; a » back -a, d open -o, o = close -o, u *

poorly rounded ~u . The remaining symbols represent intermediate

stages. Their unrounded varieties are: 5, 6*, X. .

b. The front vowels are: a, $, c, e, e, e, i (a, c, e, i being the

principal ones) ; a = front -a, c a open -e, e s close -e, i s close

-i . The remaining symbols represent intermediate stages; Their

rounded varieties are: E; 0, y.

...ft is between a and a; ii is similar to \ and could very well

be interchanged for it.

c. Of the central vowels [a] is the principal one. The remaining

centralized symbols 1, \, h e> 6, o represent sounds ^which are very

like [a] , but tend towardflSie direction of the cardinal vowels to a

greater or lesser degree as indicated in the diagram. They are un-

rounded and interchange easily.

d . AU yowels and their varieties can be long or short ,- :

' Long ' in

Manx terms much of the time hovers somewhere around three-quarter

length in Irish terms.

e. [a] is a front vowel and represents the [a] generally heard in N.

Eng. 'cat*. Sometimes it can be raised to [J or [c], particularly with

some northern speakers, eg..[va], [vj, [vc]; [haj, [he].

The back vowel [ a] is quite often raised towards an open -o. It would

sound something like the 1st a in Ir. fadaV but more fronted.

[c] is very open and is as in Anglo-Manx , bef, while [e] represent-

ing close -e is similar to -Liverpool Eng. 'face', 'case 1
, [c] and [e]

are very often heard as [e], eg. [k'td], [k'ed], or in their longer

forms [trc:].., [tre:], [tre:]; [bejs], [be:s], [be:s].

[i] would sound like ee in Eng. 'feet* and [1] like i in Eng. 'fit*,

though can quite often be retracted. [ i] and [t] are more or less

interchangeable, eg. [/in], [/in]; [t'/it], [t"/it].

The central sound [a] would sound something like the -le in Eng.

'saddle' and occurs only in unstressed syllables. A variety of [a] is



[\] which is a weak retracted [e] and is usually found in the particle

or prep, dy or finally after a palatal n or 1, eg. [d\], [ \il"\] , [dun';].

[6] would sound similar to [a], but would tend towards [<t>] . [i] would

sound similar to the i^ in Don. Eng. 'hill', and [e] would represent a

retracted form of [e]. [o] tends to be heard something like 'cup' in

northern English. It is never long.

[d] open -o sounds similar to Eng. 'top' and [o] similar to Hiberno -

Eng. 'poke 1
, ie. fairly closed, [o] and [o] are regularly heard as [9],

eg. [oik], [go.1], ie. more open. [ o] can be heard more open as [3],

eg.' [ 83x1], or [ a] , eg. [son], [o] can occasionally be heard as a very

close -o with the lips tightly rounded.

[u] sounds similar to the u in Ger. rufen , but poorly rounded. [ u]

and [o] are often interchangeable, eg. [ muk] , [rriok] ; [u/ta], [o/ta].

The long varieties of the principal vowels sound as follows: [a: ] like

the a in Liverpool Eng. 'cart', 'tart', or Dublin Eng. 'bar'; [a:] like

southern Eng. 'father 1 but perhaps slightly more open; [c: ] like Anglo-

Manx 'there 1

; [e:] like Ir. pie ; [i: ] like Eng. 'please !

; [o:] like

Eng. 'law' but more open; [o:] like the Eng. verb 'close' with the lips

well rounded; [u:] like Eng. 'pool' but poorly rounded.

The diphthongs are always represented by combined symbols, eg. ai,

ti, ei, ai, Di, oi, Ei, au, cu, eu, au, du, ou, 0u, 5u, 6u .

** • J]1®. J^^fJi^*1!*8.

§3. The opposition between broad and slender consonants in Late Spoken

Manx has in reality broken down. And so when either of the two types

turns up it is specifically marked, with the diacritic of palatalization

(') if slender, eg. k'i: T, g'i: , and with a consonantic u, viz u, eg.

p
uaiax, g

u i:, tuigal, if broad. Absence of these indicates that the

consonant is neutral.

The consonants found in Spoken Manx are:

a. Stops : p, t, t', k', b, b'(rare), d, d'(usu. d*3; v. below),
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g, g*. The dental stops [t] and [d], particularly [t], are mostly

aspirated, tending towards interdentals (especially initially, but also

medially and finally) , viz. [t*1 ] and [dh ] respectively. The cluster st

on occasion tends towards [ se] . [ B] , [ D] , [G] are used as strong

varieties of [ b] , [ d] , [ g] . [ g'] and [ k'] can have the sound of [ gj] , [ kj] .

b. Affricates: [t'/] f [d'3] . These to my ear sound as if articu'-

lated with unrounding and slightly spread lips.

c. Spirants: [f] and {sv] are labio- dentals. Bilabial forms of

these are rare, but are indicated [y] and [h] respectively.

x voiceless velar spirant, as in Scots 'loch*.

x' s voiceless palatal spirant, as in German ich

d s voiced interdental spirant, as in Eng. 'this*. B is a stronger

variety of [d ] .

r unvoiced interdental spirant, as in Eng. 'thank 1
.

y s voiced velar spirant, as in northern German schlagen .

h * aspirate, as in Eng. 'hand 1
.

j s as in German ja, or Eng. 'yes'.

* « a weaker form of [j] .

d. Liquids: 1, T( weak palatal) , h (a velar or labialized 1 ) , 1

(dental; where the tip of the tongue touches the back of the upper teeth)

.

[1'] more often than not has a weak consonantal [ j] attached to it and

sound something like [1^].

r = weakly flapped 'r', usually once, twice at most.

R = a strongly trilled 'r'; rare,

r' = palatalized 'r'; very rare,

r or r s weak alveolar fricative.

e. Nasals: m, m' (very rare), n, n", N(usu. in final position; it

is a stronger form of n), N', n, rj*. As with [ T] , [ n*] very often

sounds as if written [n'J] or [nj], and is very like [ N'J, perhaps

indistinguishable from it. [N] is slightly longer than [n: ] .

f. Sibilants: s, / (* Eng. sh, Ger. sch ), s or s ( in combination

with r with the tip of the tongue against the alveolar ridge and the

middle part pf it low).



8 s half way between [ s ] and [ /]

.

z * voiced [ s]

.

3 s voiced [ /] .

z = half way between [ z] and [3].

C. Pi^critics

§4. The diacritics used are as follows:

" ; palatalization, eg. k'i: T 'church'.

~ m strong palatalization, eg. k~§: 3 'four'.

~ = nasalization, eg. gf:/ 'telling'. Concerning diphthongs it

usually appears over the second vowel, eg. ail 'fire'.

- slight h.iatus, eg. ma-i 'good'.

s long vowel or consonant, eg. tr^: 'time 1

, t'/imms 'will'.

. s a half- long vowel or consonant, eg. i.^m 'butter'.

1 a stress mark (placed before the stressed syllable), eg.

f€'ge;r 'leaving 1
. Words stressed on the first syllable are

usually left unmarked, unless sentence stress is indicated,
>

eg. vi 'd*3$nu da 'ma:i 'he was doing well'.

. under t>» 4. g» z » 3» vfz * &»'.£» %* ?» 3 indicates devoiced

forms of the same; under r, s, viz. r, s, v. above.

under p, t, k, d, g, viz. p, J, fc, #, g» denotes unexploded

forms of the same; under 1, n, viz. J, n, it denotes

sonantic forms of the same.

w over a vowel denotes that it is slightly reduced or centralized.

Over [d] 'or [ o] it indicates unrounded varieties of the

same.

c
under a vowel indicates its 'open' variety.

under a vowel indicates its 'close' variety, except [a]; v.

above,

a indicates a closure of the glottis before, but more usually at

the end of a vowel.

A superior u placed after a consonant indicates that the consonant has

a broad quality; v. above.



§5. Glides- or weak varieties of vowels or consonants are indicated by

placing the appropriate symbol above the line, eg. g'eiNf JgettingJ,

rgsd 'money 1
.

Stress

§6. Stress is usually on the first syllable, but there is a body of words

which has stress on the second syllable. In this class disyllables which

originally had a long vowel initially and finally, eg. (ir. ) fa*ga*il , feasdg,

had their stress drawn to the second syllable as a result of shortening

of the initial stressed syllable, * a point also noticed by Heinrich

Wagner. Shortening of stressed monosyllables is also a feature of

Spoken Manx, eg. 'pet '' some ' (also port), tgdn (Ir. ton , tdin ) , kweg

(Ir. cuig ) . Words having an original short initial syllable do not have

a long second syllable in Spoken Manx, ** and consequently the stress

remains on the first syllable, eg. b^gan (ir. beagan ) . As can be seen

from the pronunciation the -an is not long in Manx. I have dealt more

fully with this subject in an article to be published in a forthcoming

issue of ZCF.

* Disyliable s having short vowels originally, eg. (ir. ) dearm(h)ad ,

whose second syllable is made long through the vocalization of a

medial spirant, thereby attracting the stress to it, eg. (Mx. )

jarrood [d*3a'ru:d], belong to this class.

** except secondarily through the disapperance of an intervocalic

spirant, eg. ' spina: n 'spoons'. Note here that the stress still

remains on the first syllable.
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